Abstract— One of the main advantages of the cloud computing paradigm is that it simplifies the time-consuming processes of hardware provisioning, hardware purchasing and software deployment. Currently, we are witnessing a proliferation in the number of cloud-hosted applications with a tremendous increase in the scale of the data generated as well as being consumed by such applications. Cloud-hosted database systems powering these applications form a critical component in the software stack of these applications. Service Level Agreements (SLA) represent the contract which captures the agreed upon guarantees between a service provider and its customers. The specifications of existing service level agreement (SLA) for cloud services are not designed for flexibly handling even relatively straightforward performance and technical requirements of consumer applications. The concerns of consumers for cloud services regarding the SLA management of their hosted applications within the cloud environments will gain increasing importance as cloud computing becomes more pervasive. This paper introduces the notion, challenges and the importance of SLA-based provisioning and cost management for cloud-hosted databases from the consumer perspective. We present an end-to-end framework that acts as a middleware which resides between the consumer applications and the cloud-hosted databases. The aim of the framework is to facilitate adaptive and dynamic provisioning of the database tier of the software applications based on application-defined policies for satisfying their own SLA performance requirements, avoiding the cost of any SLA violation and controlling the monetary cost of the allocated computing resources. The experimental results demonstrate that SLA-based provisioning is more adequate for providing consumer applications the required flexibility in achieving their goals.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing technology represents a new paradigm for the provisioning of computing infrastructure. This paradigm shifts the location of this infrastructure to the network to reduce the costs associated with the management of hardware and software resources. It represents the long-held dream of envisioning computing as a utility [1] where the economy of scale principles help to effectively drive down the cost of computing infrastructure. Cloud computing simplifies the time-consuming processes of hardware provisioning, hardware purchasing and software deployment. Therefore, it promises a number of advantages for the deployment of data-intensive applications such as elasticity of resources, pay-per-use cost model, low time to market and the perception of (virtually) unlimited resources and infinite scalability. Hence, it becomes possible, at least theoretically, to achieve unlimited throughput by continuously adding computing resources (e.g. database servers) if the workload increases.

In practice, the advantages of the cloud computing paradigm opens up new avenues for deploying novel applications which were not economically feasible in a traditional enterprise infrastructure setting. Therefore, the cloud has become an increasingly popular platform for hosting software applications in a variety of domains such as e-retail, finance, news and social networking. Thus, we are witnessing a proliferation in the number of applications with a tremendous increase in the scale of the data generated as well as being consumed by such applications. Cloud-hosted database systems powering these applications form a critical component in the software stack of these applications. In general, successful cloud data management systems should satisfy, as much as possible, the following goals [2]:

- **Availability**: They must be always accessible even on the occasions where there is a network failure or a whole datacenter has gone offline.
- **Scalability**: They must be able to support very large databases with very high request rates at very low latency. In particular, the system must be able to automatically replicate and redistribute data to take advantage of the new hardware. They must be also able to automatically move load between servers (replicas).
- **Elasticity**: They must cope with changing application needs in both directions (scaling up/out or scaling down/in).
- **Performance**: On public cloud computing platforms, pricing is structured in a way such that one pays only for what one uses, so the vendor price increases linearly with the requisite storage, network bandwidth, and compute power. Hence, the system performance has a direct effect on its costs. Thus, efficient system performance is a crucial requirement to save money.

Cloud computing is by its nature a fast changing environment which is designed to provide services to unpredictably diverse sets of clients and heterogenous workloads. Several studies have also reported that the variation of the performance of cloud computing resources is high. These characteristics raise serious concerns from cloud consumers’ perspective regarding the manner in which the SLA of their application can be managed. According to a Gartner market report released in
November 2010, SaaS is forecast to have a 15.8% growth rate through 2014 which makes SaaS and cloud very interesting to services industry, but the viability of the business models depends on the practicality and the success of the terms and conditions (SLAs) being offered by the service provider(s) in addition to their satisfaction to the service consumers. Therefore, successful SLA management is a critical factor to be considered by both providers and consumers alike. Existing service level agreements (SLAs) of cloud providers are not designed for supporting the requirements and restrictions under which SLA of consumers’ applications need to be handled. Particularly, most providers guarantee only the availability (but not the performance) of their services [3]. Therefore, consumer concerns on SLA handling for their cloud-hosted databases along with the limitations of existing SLA frameworks to express and enforce SLA requirements in an automated manner creates the need for SLA-based management techniques for cloud-hosted databases.

The focus of this paper is on introducing the notion of SLA-based management for cloud-hosted database from the consumer perspective. We present an end-to-end framework that enables the software applications to declaratively define the SLA of the application in terms of goals which are subjected to a number of constraints that are specific on its database transactions. The framework also enables the software provider to declaratively define a set of application-specific rules (action rules) where the admission control of the database tier needs to take corresponding actions in order to meet the expected system performance or to reduce the cost of the allocated cloud resources when they are not efficiently utilized. The framework continuously monitors the database workload, tracks the satisfaction of the application-defined SLA, evaluates the condition of the action rules and takes the necessary actions when required. The framework is database platform-agnostic and relies on virtualization-based database replication mechanism.

The reminder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II discusses the different options of deploying the database tier of software applications on cloud platforms. Section III introduces the challenges of SLA Management for Cloud-Hosted Databases. The details of our framework are described in Section IV. Experimental evaluation of our framework is presented in Section V. We review the related work in Section VI before we conclude the paper in Section VII.

II. OPTIONS OF HOSTING CLOUD DATABASES

In practice, there are different approaches for hosting the database tier of software application in cloud platforms. The platform-supplied storage layer approach relies on a new wave of storage platforms named as key-value stores or NoSQL (Not Only SQL) systems. These systems are designed to achieve high throughput and high availability by giving up some functionalities that traditional database systems offer such as joins and ACID transactions [4]. For example, most of NoSQL systems provide simple call level data access interfaces (in contrast to a SQL binding) and rely on weaker consistency management protocols (e.g. eventual consistency [5]). Cloud offerings of this approach include Amazon S3, Amazon SimpleDB and Microsoft Azure Table Storage. In practice, migrating existing software application that uses relational database to NoSQL offerings would require substantial changes in the software code due to the differences in the data model, query interface and transaction management support. In addition, developing applications on top of an eventually consistent NoSQL datastores requires a higher effort compared to traditional databases because they hinder important factors such as data independence, reliable transactions, and other cornerstones characteristics often required by applications that are fundamental to the database industry [6]. In practice, the majority of today’s platform-supplied storage systems are suitable for OLAP applications, but not for OLTP [7].

The relational database as a service is another approach in which a third party service provider hosts a relational database as a service [8]. Such services alleviate the need for their users to purchase expensive hardware and software, deal with software upgrades and hire professionals for administrative and maintenance tasks. Cloud offerings of this approach include Amazon RDS and Microsoft SQL Azure. For example, Amazon RDS provides access to the capabilities of MySQL or Oracle database while Microsoft SQL Azure has been built on Microsoft SQL Server technologies. As such, users of these services can leverage the capabilities of traditional relational database systems such as creating, accessing and manipulating tables, views, indexes, roles, stored procedures, triggers and functions. It can also execute complex queries and joins across multiple tables. The migration of the database tier of any software application to a relational database service is supposed to require minimal effort if the underlying RDBMS of the existing software application is compatible with the offered service. However, many relational database systems are not, yet, supported by the DaaS paradigm (e.g. DB2, PostgreSQL). In addition, some limitations or restrictions might be introduced by the service provider for different reasons. Moreover, the consumer applications do not have enough flexibility in controlling the allocated resources of their applications (e.g. dynamically allocating more resources for dealing with increasing workload or dynamically reducing the allocated resources in order to reduce the operational cost). The whole resource management and allocation process is controlled at the provider side.

Virtualization is a key technology of the cloud computing paradigm. Virtual machine technologies are increasingly being used to improve the manageability of software systems and lower their total cost of ownership. They allow resources to be allocated to different applications on demand and hide the complexity of resource sharing from cloud users by providing a powerful abstraction for application and resource provisioning. In particular, resource virtualization technologies add a flexible and programmable layer of software between applications and the resources used by these applications. The

**application-managed** approach takes an existing application designed for a conventional data center, and then port it to virtual machines in the public cloud. Such migration process usually requires minimal changes in the architecture or the code of the deployed application. In this approach, database servers, like any other software components, are migrated to run in virtual machines. *The work of this paper belongs to this approach.* In principle, one of the main advantages of the application-managed approach is that the application can have the full control in dynamically allocating and configuring the physical resources of the database tier (database servers) as needed [9], [10], [11], [12]. Hence, software applications can fully utilize the elasticity feature of the cloud environment to achieve their defined and customized scalability or cost reduction goals. However, achieving these goals requires the existence of an admission control component which is responsible for monitoring the system state and taking the corresponding actions (e.g., allocating more/less computing resources) according to the defined application requirements and strategies. Several approaches have been proposed for building admission control components based on the utilization of the allocated resources [10], [11]. In our approach, we focus on building **SLA-based** admission control as a more consumer-centric view for achieving the requirements of their applications.

### III. CHALLENGES OF SLA MANAGEMENT FOR CLOUD-HOSTED DATABASES

An SLA is a contract between a service provider and its customers. *Service Level Agreements* (SLAs) capture the agreed upon guarantees between a service provider and its customer. They define the characteristics of the provided service including service level objectives (SLOs), like maximum response times, minimum throughput rates and data freshness, and define penalties if these objectives are not met by the service provider. In general, SLA management is a common general problem for the different types of software systems which are hosted in cloud environments for different reasons such as: the unpredictable and bursty workloads from various users in addition to the performance variability in the underlying cloud resources. In particular, there are three typical parties in the cloud. To keep terminology straight through the rest of the paper, these parties are defined as follows:

1) **Cloud Service Providers (CSP):** They offer client-provisioned and metered computing resources (e.g., CPU, storage, memory, network) that can be rented for flexible time durations. In particular, they include: Infrastructure-as-a-service providers (IaaS) and Platform-as-a-service providers (PaaS). Examples are: Amazon, Microsoft, Google and Rackspace.

2) **Cloud Consumers:** They represent the cloud-hosted software applications that utilize the services of CSP and are financially responsible for their resource consumptions.

3) **End Users:** They represent the legitimate users for the services (applications) that are offered by cloud consumers.

While cloud service providers charge cloud consumers for renting computing resources to deploy their applications, cloud consumers may charge their end users for processing their workloads (e.g., Software-as-a-Service) or may process the user requests for free (cloud-hosted business application). In both cases, the cloud consumers need to guarantee their users’ SLA. Penalties are applied in the case of SaaS and reputation loss is incurred in the case of cloud-hosted business applications. For example, Amazon found every 100ms of latency cost them 1% in sales and Google found an extra 500ms in search page generation time dropped traffic by 20%.

In addition, large enterprise web applications (e.g., eBay and Facebook) need to provide high assurance in terms of SLA metrics such as response times and service availability to their users. Without such assurances, service providers of these applications stand to lose their user base, and hence their revenues.

In practice, resource management and SLA guarantee falls into two layers: the cloud service providers and the cloud consumers. In particular, the cloud service provider is responsible for the efficient utilization of the physical resources and guarantee their availability for their customers (cloud consumers). The cloud consumers are responsible for the efficient utilization of their allocated resources in order to satisfy the SLA of their customers (end users) and achieve their business goals. Therefore, we distinguish between two types of service level agreements (SLAs):

1) **Cloud Infrastructure SLA (I-SLA):** These SLA are offered by cloud providers to cloud consumers to assure the quality levels of their cloud computing resources (e.g., server performance, network speed, resources availability, storage capacity).

2) **Cloud-hosted Application SLA (A-SLA):** These guarantees relate to the levels of quality for the software applications which are deployed on a cloud infrastructure. In particular, cloud consumers often offer such guarantees to their application’s end users in order to assure the quality of services that are offered such as the application’s response time and availability.

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between I-SLA and A-SLA in the software stack of cloud-hosted applications. In practice, traditional cloud monitoring technologies (e.g., Amazon CloudWatch\(^2\)) focus on low-level computing resources (e.g., CPU speed, CPU utilization, disk speed). In principle, translating the SLAs of applications to the thresholds of utilization for low-level computing resources
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\(^3\) [http://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/](http://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/)
is a very challenging task and is usually done in an ad-
hoc manner due to the complexity and dynamism inherent
in the interaction between the different tiers and components
of the system in addition to the possible fluctuations on the
workload characteristics which could be of several orders of
magnitude on the same business day. Therefore, it becomes a
significant issue for the cloud consumers to monitor and adjust
the deployment of their systems if they intend to offer viable
service level agreements (SLAs) to their customers (end users).
Failing to achieve these goals will jeopardize the sustainable
growth of cloud computing in the future and may result in
valuable applications move away from the cloud.

In general, cloud computing technology faces key chal-
gen on providing certainty to the commodities that are
exchanged among buyers and sellers. In particular, one com-
plexity that arises with the virtualization technology is that
it becomes harder to provide performance guarantees and to
reason about a particular application’s performance because
the performance of an application hosted on a virtual machine
becomes a function of applications running in other virtual
machines hosted on the same physical machine. In addition,
it may be challenging to harness the full performance of the
underlying hardware, given the additional layers of indirect-
in virtualized resource management [13]. Several studies
have reported that the variation of the performance of cloud
computing resources is high [14], [15]. As a result, currently,
cloud service providers (IaaS or PaaS) do not provide adequate
SLAs for their service offerings. Particularly, most providers
guarantee only the availability (but not the performance and
technical requirements) of their services [1], [16]. In practice,
it is a very challenging goal to delegate the management of
the SLA requirements of the consumer applications to the side
of the cloud service provider due to the wide heterogeneity
in the workload characteristics, details of SLA requirements
and cost management objectives of the very large number of
consumer applications that can be simultaneously running in
a cloud environment. The same challenging issue exists for
the other two options of hosting cloud databases as well (the
platform-supplied storage layer and the relational database as
a service). Therefore, the burden to manage and assure their
application SLA (in terms of performance) to their end users
rests on the shoulders of cloud consumers themselves [12].
In addition, the cloud consumers would still need to improve
their utilization of the renting cloud resource and thus reduce
their operating cost.

In practice, enterprise applications and services are typically
comprised of a large number of components that are deployed
in different tiers (e.g. web server tier, application tier and
database tier) and interact with one another in a complex
manner. In principle, the performance of each tier potentially
affects the overall behavior of the system. Hence, any high
level goal (e.g., performance, availability, security, etc.) speci-
fied for the service potentially relates to all components in
the different tiers. The focus of our presented framework is on
the database tier of the software stack.

IV. SLA-BASED MANAGEMENT FOR THE DATABASE TIER

A. Overview of Framework Architecture

Cloud computing is by its nature a fast changing environ-
ment which is designed to provide services to unpredictably
diverse sets of clients and heterogeneous workloads [17]. Dy-
namic provisioning techniques for computing resources are
commonly used as an effective means for handling workload
fluctuations. Our framework is designed to facilitate adaptive
and dynamic provisioning of the database tier for cloud-hosted
software applications. In particular, it provides a declarative
and automated management for the application-defined SLA
in terms of their performance requirements of the database
transactions while minimizing the cost of used cloud resources.

Database proxying is the ability to forward database re-
quests to a database systems using an intermediate piece of
software, the proxy, and to return the results from those request
transparently to the client program without the need of having
any database drivers installed. In particular, a database proxy
software is a simple program that sits between the client
application and the database server that can monitor, analyze
or transform their communications. Such flexibility allows for
a wide variety of uses such as: load balancing, query analysis
and query filtering. On the runtime of our framework, we use
the database proxying mechanism to perform a lightweight
logging and monitoring process for the database transac-
tions of the application workloads. In addition, we utilize
the proxy layer for automatically distributing the application
workload between the immediately available database replicas
at anytime. Figure 2 shows an overview of our framework
architecture with the following main components:

- **Transaction/Workload Monitor**: Continuously logs and
  monitors the executed database operations of the appl-
cation workloads. During the monitoring process, it
  correlates the received database operations based on their
  sender, detect the transaction patterns (which is defined
during the SLA declaration process) and measures the
total execution times of the workload transactions (as the
sum of its raw database operations).
• **SLA Checker**: Responsible for checking the results of the monitoring module and comparing them against the application-defined SLA of the different transaction types in order to report the percentage of SLA violations for each of them (if any). The SLA checker relies on a dynamic scheduler that uses the transaction rate as a main metric. Thus, it ensures that when the load is high, the SLA checks run more frequently since its most likely for the violations to happen during these periods of time.

• **Action Manager**: Continuously evaluates the conditions of the application-defined action rules (e.g. scaling out/in the database tier) and executes the necessary action when these conditions are satisfied.

**B. Dynamic Provisioning for the Database Tier**

In general, dynamic provisioning at the database-tier involves increasing or decreasing the number of database servers allocated to an application in response to workload changes. **Data replication** [18] is a well-known strategy to achieve the availability, scalability and performance improvement goals in the data management world. In particular, when the application load increases and the database tier becomes the bottleneck in the stack of the software application, there are two main options for achieving scalability at the database tier to enable the application to cope with more client requests:

1) **Scaling up** aims at allocating a bigger machine with more horsepower (e.g. more processors, memory, bandwidth) to act as a database server.

2) **Scaling out** aims at replicating the data across more machines.

In practice, the scaling up option has the main drawback that large machines are often very expensive and eventually a physical limit is reached where a more powerful machine cannot be purchased at any cost. Alternatively, it is both extensible and economical, especially in a dynamic workload environment, to scale out by adding another commodity server which fits well with the pay-as-you-go pricing philosophy of cloud computing. In database replication, there are two main replication strategies: **master-slave** and **multi-master**. In master-slave, updates are sent to a single master node and lazily replicated to slave nodes. Data on slave nodes might be stale and it is the responsibility of the application to check for data freshness when accessing a slave node. Multi-master replication enforces a serializable execution order of transactions between all replicas so that each of them applies update transactions in the same order. This way, any replica can serve any read or write request. For the sake of simplicity of achieving the consistency goal among the database replicas and reducing the effect of network communication latency, our framework is currently employing the master-slave replication strategy using the ROWA (read-once-write-all) protocol on the Master copy [19]. However, our framework can be easily extended to support the multi-master replication strategy as well. In general, provisioning of a new database replica involves extracting database content from an existing replica and copying that content to a new replica. In practice, the time of executing these operations mainly depends on the database size. To provision database replicas in a timely fashion, it is necessary to periodically snapshot the database state in order to minimize the database extraction and copying time to that of only the snapshot synchronization time. Clearly, there is a tradeoff between the time to snapshot the database, the size of the transactional log and the amount of update transactions in the workload. In our framework this trade-off can be controlled by application-defined parameters. This tradeoff can be further optimized by applying recently proposed live database migration techniques [20], [21].

**C. SLA-Based Provisioning and Cost Management**

In practice, there exist many forms of SLA metrics for cloud-hosted database (e.g. response time, throughput, data freshness). In this paper, we focus on the SLA metric of the total execution times of database transactions (the time between a transaction is presented to the database system and the time when the transaction execution is completed) more than other metrics such as database throughput because in practice it has the greatest impact on the user experience and his satisfaction of the underlying services. In other words, individual users are generally more concerned about when their transaction will complete rather than how many transactions the system will be able to execute in a second [22]. To illustrate, assuming a transaction \( T \) with an associated SLA for its execution time \( S \) is presented to the system at time 0, if the system is able to finish the execution of the transaction at time \( t \leq S \) then the service provider achieved his target otherwise if \( t \geq S \) then the transaction response cannot be delivered within the defined SLA and hence a penalty \( p \) is incurred.

In practice, the SLA requirements can vary between the different types of application transactions (for example, a login application request may have an SLA of 100 ms execution time, a search request may have an SLA of 600 ms while a request of submitting an order information would have 1500 ms). Obviously, the variations in the SLA of different applications transactions is due to their different natures and their differences in the consumption behaviour of system resources (e.g. disk I/O, CPU time). These transaction-specific SLAs are declaratively defined using an XML dialect that can be interpreted by the monitoring and SLA checker modules of our framework. In practice, each business transaction can send one or more operations to the underlying database system. Hence, in our XML dialect, each transaction is described as pattern(s) of SQL commands where the transaction execution time is computed as the total execution time of these individual operations in the described pattern. Therefore, the monitoring module correlates the received database operations based on their sender in order to detect the transaction patterns.

In general, optimizing the application-defined SLA while minimizing the monetary cost of used computing resources is a vital goal for the software/application providers. However the demands of the service consumers can vary significantly. Thus, the service provider has to allocate sufficient resources to support the customer workloads or else he will face SLA...
violations that could have serious consequences in the form of lost revenue and damaged reputation. In particular, the service provider will have to scale out the database tier (adding more replicas/resources) when it deems that existing database replicas are insufficient to accommodate the incoming workload. Meanwhile, the software provider will have to scale in the database tier (releasing existing replicas/resources) if he can meet decreasing application workload with a less number of replicas. In fast changing and unpredictable environments, the approaches that rely on capacity planning and workload forecasting techniques face very challenging conditions. When the capacity of allocated resources is planned for the average workload, there would be less cost incurred due to less hardware used but performance will be a problem when peak load occurs. Bad performance will discourage customers and revenue will be affected. On the other hand if the allocated resource capacity is planned for peak workload, resources will remain idle most of the time. Therefore, SLA-based cost management in cloud computing environments overcomes these challenges and provides an effective solution for controlling the monetary cost of the allocated computing resources according to the specific policies of the hosted application.

Our framework enables the service provider to declaratively define application-specific action rules to adaptively scale out or scale in according to the monitored status of the system (e.g. application workload, SLA satisfaction/violation). As an example, an application can define to scale out the underlying database tier if the average percentage of SLA violation for transactions $T_1$ and $T_2$ exceeds 10% (of the total number of $T_1$ and $T_2$ transactions) for a continuous period of more than 8 minutes. Similarly, the application can define to scale in the database tier if the average percentage of SLA violation for transactions $T_1$ and $T_2$ is less than 2% for a continuous period that is more than 8 minutes and the average number of concurrent users per database replica is less than 25. In our framework, these action rules are declaratively defined using another XML dialect that can be interpreted by the Action Manager module which continuously evaluates the conditions of the application-defined rules and triggers the execution of their corresponding actions as necessary. The different variables that can be used for defining the action rules are described as follows:

- **TransPrice** ($T_i$, $S_i$, $V_i$): is the amount of monetary/satisfaction units ($V_i$) that an end user will pay/get if a cloud consumer application brings the transaction ($T_i$) to completion according to the defined SLA ($S_i$).
- **TransPenalty** ($T_i$, $S_i$, $V_i$): is the amount of monetary/dissatisfaction units ($V_i$) that the cloud consumer application ($T_i$) will pay if it violates the defined SLA ($S_i$) of the end user transaction ($T_i$).
- **SLA-Satisfaction** ($T_i$, $P_i$, $I_i$): represents the percentage ($P_i$) of the instances of the application transaction ($T_i$) that satisfied their defined SLA during the last period of time units ($I_i$).
- **SLA-DisSatisfaction** ($T_i$, $P_i$, $I_i$): represents the percentage ($P_i$) of the instances of the application transaction ($T_i$) that did not fulfill their defined SLA during the last period of time units ($I_i$).
- **SLA-ViolationMagnitude** ($T_i$, $N_i$, $M_i$, $I_i$): represents the number of the instances ($N_i$) of the application transaction ($T_i$) that did not fulfill their defined SLA and the average magnitude of SLA violation ($M_i$) during the last period of time units ($I_i$).
- **SLA-Threshold** ($T_i$, $P_i$, $I_i$): defines the minimum percentage ($P_i$) of the instances of the application transaction ($T_i$) that should fulfill their defined SLA during the last period of time units ($I_i$).
- **ReplicaCost** ($C$): is the amount of monetary units ($C$) which will be paid by the cloud consumer to the cloud service provider (per hour) for renting the required resources for hosting an addition replica of the database tier. This parameter also represents the amount of monetary units which will be saved by the cloud consumer when scaling in the database tier by releasing the allocated resources for hosting a database replica.
- **[Min/Max]Replicas**: represents the boundary limits for the minimum/maximum number of replicas that can be allocated for the database tier of the software application.

In principle, one of the main advantages of our approach is that it enables the cloud-hosted software applications to cope with and control the changing needs of their applications (in terms of SLA guarantees or cost optimization of allocated resources) in a convenient and flexible way. While this paper focuses on the SLA metric of transaction execution time, other consumer metrics can be implemented and integrated in the same manner such as freshness of replicated data [23], [24].

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We implemented the components of our framework using a MySQL proxy software^3^ and Lua scripting language^6^. We conducted our experiments using the berkeley Cloudstone benchmark [25] which follows the canonical three-tier Web application architecture: a web server, an application server and a database server (MySQL database server) where each tier is hosted on a virtual machine. We deploy the application tiers on Amazon EC2 instances as our public cloud where we use small EC2 instances for hosting the virtual machines of the database servers. From the Cloudstone scenario, we borrow the idea of using the following components:

- **Olio^7^**: A social-events application. The application has different types of transactions such as: user login, tag search, creating an event, attending an event, rating an event, adding person and rating an event.
- **Faban^8^**: An open source synthetic workload generator which is used to compose our application workload.

The goal of our experiments is to evaluate the behavior of our approach for provisioning the database tier of the
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software application based on monitoring the application-defined SLA in comparison to the traditional mechanism of monitoring the utilization of allocated computing resources. The Cloudstone benchmark mimics a Web 2.0 social events calendar that allows users to perform individual operations (e.g. browsing, searching and creating events), as well as, social operations (e.g. joining and tagging events). We defined two configurations of the read/write ratios of the database workload: 50/50 and 80/20. Each workload starts with 50 users and gradually increases at a fixed step of 20 users each 5 minutes. The experiment starts with a single database copy then the number of the database replicas increases in reaction to the workload increase.

We conducted our experiments with 4 different rules for achieving elasticity and dynamic provisioning for the database tier in the cloud. Two rules are defined based on the average CPU utilization of allocated virtual machines for the database server as follows: Scale out the database tier (add one more replica) when the average CPU utilization of the virtual machines exceeds of 75% for (R1) and 85% (R2) for a continuous period of 5 minutes. Two other rules are defined based on the percentage of the SLA satisfaction of the workload transactions (the SLA values of the different transactions are defined as specified in the Cloudstone benchmark) as follows: Scale out the database tier when the percentage of SLA satisfaction is less than 97% for (R3) and 90% (R4) for a continuous period of 5 minutes. Our evaluation metrics are the overall percentage of SLA satisfaction and the number of provisioned database replicas during the experimental time.

Figure 3 illustrates the results of running our experiments over a period of one hour for the 80/20 workload (Figure 3(a)) and the 50/50 workload (Figure 3(b)). In these figures, the X-axis represents the elapsed time of the experiment while the Y-axis represents the SLA satisfaction of the application workload according to the different elasticity rules. In general, we see that, even for this relatively small deployment, SLA-based can show improved overall SLA satisfaction of different workloads of the application. The results show that the SLA-based rules (R3 and R4) are (by design) more sensitive for achieving the SLA satisfaction and thus they react earlier than the resource-based rules. The resource-based rules (R1 and R2) can accept longer time with SLA violations before taking a necessary action (CPU utilization reaches the defined limit). The benefits of SLA-based rules become clear with the workload increase (increasing the number of users during the experiment time). The gap between the SLA-based rules and SLA-based rules is smaller for the workload with the higher write ration (50/50) due to the higher contention of CPU resources for the write operations and thus the conditions of the resource-based rules can be satisfied earlier.

Table I shows the total number of provisioned database replicas using the different elasticity rules for the two different workloads. Clearly, while the SLA-based rules achieves better SLA satisfaction, they may also provision more database replicas. This trade-off shows that there is no clear winner between the two approaches and we can not favor one approach over the other. However, the declarative SLA-based approach empowers the cloud consumer with a more convenient and flexible mechanisms for controlling and achieving their policies in such dynamic environment of the Cloud.

VI. Related Work

Several approaches have been proposed for dynamic provisioning of computing resources based on their effective utilization. These approaches are mainly geared towards the perspective of cloud providers. Wood et. al. [26] have presented an approach for dynamic provisioning of virtual machines. They define a unique metric based on the consumption data of the three physical computing resources: CPU, network and memory to make the provisioning decision. Cunha et. al. [27] designed a queuing model to model the provisioning of virtual servers. They assign each class of jobs in an application onto a virtual machine. In addition, they introduce a pricing model which gives rewards for throughput to be within SLA limits and penalty for throughput going above. This approach would turn to be not cost-effective in a situation where an application has numerous classes. Padala et.al. [28] carry out black box
profiling of the applications and build an approximated model which relates performance attributes such as response time to the fraction of processor allocated to the virtual machine running the application.

Dolly [11] is a virtual machine cloning technique to spawn database replicas and provisioning shared-nothing replicated databases in the cloud. It proposes database provisioning cost models to adapt the provisioning policy to the cloud infrastructure specifics and application requirements. Rogers et al. [29] proposed two approaches for managing the resource provisioning challenge for cloud databases. The Black-box provisioning uses end-to-end performance results of sample query executions, whereas white-box provisioning uses a finer grained approach that relies on the DBMS optimizer to predict the physical resource (i.e., I/O, memory, CPU) consumption for each query. Kingfisher [30] is a cost-aware system that provides support for elasticity in the cloud by reducing the time to transition to new configurations and optimizing the selection of a virtual server configuration that minimizes the cost. Floratou et al. [31] have studied the performance and cost in the relational database as a service environments. The results show that given the range of the pricing models and the flexibility of the allocation of resources in cloud-based environments, it is hard for a user to figure out their actual monthly cost upfront. Soror et al. [10] introduced a virtualization design advisor that uses information about the anticipated database workloads to recommend workload-specific virtual machines configurations offline.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced the notion and challenges of SLA-based provisioning and cost management for cloud-hosted databases from the consumer perspective. We presented an end-to-end framework that facilitates adaptive and dynamic provisioning of the database tier of the software applications based on application-defined policies for satisfying their own SLA performance requirements, avoiding the cost of any SLA violation and controlling the monetary cost of the allocated computing resources. Our experimental results show that our approach provides the cloud consumers with adequate declarative and more flexible mechanism for controlling the SLA of their applications than relying on monitoring the utilization of the allocated cloud computing resources.
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